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San Francisco's Van Ness Trolleybus BRT creates ridership boom for MUNI.

Ridership on San Francisco's Route 49 trolleybus line has shot up 60% since January 2022, and 
its post-pandemic ridership recovery has far outpaced MUNl's other bus and rail lines with ·fhe 
highest ridership. Monthly ridership data obtained from the city's Municipal Transportation 
Agency shows that the 49 line -the main benefactor in a 2-mile stretch of red-concrete, center
running lanes known as Van Ness BRT -is now more popular than it was before the .pandemic. 

The 49 line had about 740,000 total boardings in September, up from 549,000 in March, the month 
before the BRT project's April 1, 2022 debut. That ridership haul puts the 49's popularity behind 
only the 38-Geary and 14-Mission that have long been considered the system's workhorse lines. 
Those two lines also operate more frequently now because of the rapid routes elsewhere in the 
system. (con't on Page 2) 

Vancouver Region's Translink releases Climate Action Plan 

In January 2022, Translink adopted a Climate Action Strategy, putting the transportation authority 
on the path to net-zero emissions by 2050 and a 45 percent reduction in greenhouse gases by 
2030. In December 2022, it released its Climate Action Plan which outlines the actual steps over 
the next three years to help the organization achieve that goal. The plan includes rapitlly 
expanding Translink's battery bus fleet by 2025. 

"While only one percent of greenhouse gas emissions comes from public transit, we know it's 
important to do our part to combat climate change," says Translink CEO Kevin Quinn. "Our aim 
is to reduce our emissions to zero while also reducing the number of cars on the road. That's why 
we're taking these steps to demonstrate our leadership on the path to reaching net-zero." 

(can't on Page 2) 

Our New Name! 

Our newsletter has a new name. "Transit Talk" has been renamed to "Bob Clark's Electric Transit 
Talk" tq recognize the contributions of the late Robert Redhead (Bob) Clark, who was a founding 
member of the Edmonton Trolley Coalition, served as its Vice Chair for many years and on whose 
initiative this newsletter came into being. .Bob worked as Supervisor of Transit Development at 
Edmonton Transit for ten years where he played a key role in realizing the first leg of Edmonton's 
LRT in 1978, the renewal and expansion of the city's electric trolleybus system in the early 1980's 
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San Francisco’s Trolleybus BRT (continued from Page 1) 

City transportation leaders had predicted — and hoped — that the trolleybus BRT project would bring faster 
transit travel times and higher ridership on one of the city's busiest corridors.  The data, which shows overall Muni 
ridership is at 60% of pre-COVID levels, helps validate the payoff of a transit project that took $346 million and 
six years of construction to complete. 

Early data from the transportation agency showed that the BRT lanes brought a 35% travel time savings for 
northbound trips on the Van Ness corridor.  Those rail-like transit speeds, in effect, have drawn more riders to 
the line.  It is unclear when or if SFMTA will need to increase frequencies on the 49 as a result of the surge.  At 
six-minute intervals, it is already one of the system's most frequent lines.  [Source:  San Francisco Chronicle, Nov. 4, 2022] 

TransLink’s Climate Action Plan (continued from Page 1) 
The Climate Action Plan focuses on short-term actions to address the climate crisis and advance the overall 
strategy, including:  

 Expanding the battery-electric bus fleet from four to 155 by late 2025 and installing new charging
infrastructure.

 Designing and constructing the new Marpole Transit Centre by 2027 to house 350 battery-electric buses.
 Renovating the Hamilton, Port Coquitlam, and Burnaby Transit Centres to charge and store battery-

electric buses.
 Developing risk responses, design guidelines, and new programs to make transit infrastructure more

resilient to climate impacts.

“We know people in Metro Vancouver want and need reliable, affordable and sustainable transportation 
throughout the region,” said British Columbia Minister of Environment and Climate Change Strategy and Minister 
responsible for TransLink George Heyman. “Our government is committed to expanding and accelerating the 
development of public transit, shifting away from fossil fuels and building healthy, accessible communities for 
everyone. This Climate Action Plan is a key component of TransLink’s long-term approach to building climate 
resilient public transit and accelerating climate action right away, building to the goal of net-zero operations by 
2050.”  

Given recent extreme weather events during the past two years, TransLink’s Climate Action Plan accelerates 
climate action by detailing the steps to create a climate-resilient and net-zero emissions public transit system 
throughout Metro Vancouver. 

Key long-term goals from the previously released Climate Action Strategy include: 

 Reaching net-zero emissions in all operations by 2050
 Zero-emissions in all bus operations by 2040
 Adding more than 460 battery-electric buses to the transit system by 2030
 Renewal of the electric trolleybus fleet by 2028
 A 45 percent reduction in greenhouse gases by 2030, relative to 2010 levels

 [Source:  TransLink, December 2, 2022] 

Edmonton and Strathcona County launch Pilot of Hydrogen Fuel Cell Buses 

On September 24th, the City of Edmonton unveiled its first hydrogen fuel-cell bus at the Electric and Hydrogen 
Vehicle Expo. 

Edmonton announced its plan to become carbon neutral by 2050 back in 2021. Incorporating hydrogen-electric 
transport vehicles into Edmonton’s transit plan will help achieve that goal, said City Planning and Environment 
Services Branch Manager, Kent Snyder.  “We want to be able to offer folks the ability to achieve their climate 
goals personally,” he said.                                                                                                    (continued on Page 3) 
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 Edmonton – Fuel Cell Bus Pilot (continued from Page 2) 

The pilot program will start with two buses, one in 
Strathcona County and one for the City of Edmonton. 
Edmonton Mayor Amarjeet Sohi said they got a deal by 
joining forces. One bus will be paid for by the City of 
Edmonton and the other by Strathcona County. 

“We know that people want transportation choices, 
whether they want to take a bus or ride a bike or walk or 
drive their own personal vehicles,” Sohi said during the 
event. “We understand that people will continue to prefer 
their own personal vehicles, so that’s why it’s important 
that they understand there are choices out there for them 
to have a hydrogen vehicle or have a battery electric 
vehicle.” 

Edmonton currently has 60 battery-operated buses — the 
first one hit the streets in 2020 — but this program 
launches the first hydrogen-electric bus. The main 
difference between the battery and hydrogen vehicles is 
that with the hydrogen model, “the energy is coming from 
the hydrogen into a fuel cell that combines it with oxygen 
and gives us electricity to drive the bus,” explained Eddie 
Robar, Edmonton’s Fleet and Facility Services Branch 
Manager. 

The pilot program will allow officials to assess the impacts 
of Edmonton’s cold climate on hydrogen buses, transition 
facilities so they’re properly equipped for hydrogen-
specific maintenance, and iron out any other kinks that 
may arise. 

Hydrogen fuel cell buses have been tried in several other 
North American cities over the past decade.  There are 
about 3,000 hydrogen vehicles operating worldwide.   20 
fuel cell buses operated in Whistler B.C. during the 
Olympic Games in 2010 as part of a demonstration 
project.  Four years later they were unceremoniously 
removed from service and replaced with natural gas 
vehicles.  The project was later billed a $94 billion 
boondoggle.  While there were reliability issues with the 
vehicles, the primary reason for ending the service had to 
do with economics – the fuel cell vehicles were simply 
more expensive to operate than other technologies and 
the vehicles themselves would have required upgrading 
to continue in service.   It remains to be seen if the 
Edmonton and Strathcona Country pilot will show 
economics to be more favorable towards this technology 
now that ten years have passed.   
[Sources:  Global News, September 24, 2022; Globe and Mail, March 
10, 2021] 

Our Newsletter has a New Name 
(continued from Page 1) 

and, together with Llew Lawrence, 
worked on perfecting the timed transfer 
concept.  Bob moved on from 
Edmonton to work on the design of the 
Vancouver SkyTrain in order to have it 
operational for Expo ’86, and later he 
oversaw the design and construction of 
the Nelson Streetcar.  Bob remained an 
active supporter of public transit related 
initiatives after his retirement and took 
active roles in a number of 
organizations including the Edmonton 
Trolley Coalition and the Edmonton 
Radial Railway Society.  Bob served as 
editor of Transit Talk from 1999 until his 
passing in 2017. 

 Clarification 
In our December 30, 2021 issue (Vol. 42), we 
ran an article entitled “Vancouver Again Looks 
at Streetcar to Serve Metro Core” which 
discussed consideration being given to 
preserving rights of way for the possibility of 
two streetcar lines being built in the future.  
We have since received comments from 
Vancouver readers who believe the 
information in our source article was outdated 
and/or inaccurate, given that the City of 
Vancouver has put forward plans for high rise 
residential development along these rights of 
way.  

We take great care to ensure that material we 
run in this publication comes from reliable and 
current sources. Unfortunately, it is not always 
possible to account for decisions made by 
municipal authorities outside of what is 
reported in the news source.  Thank you!  

The Electric Traction Committee 
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BATTERY BUS NEWS 

Calgary Council Committee endorses Proposal for Battery Buses 

The Executive Committee of Calgary’s City Council has endorsed a plan to purchase up to 259 battery-electric 
buses, meaning that the issue will soon come before City Council for a decision. The plan represents an 
investment of some $491 million in electric transit.  Council’s decision is expected in the weeks ahead. 

The proposal relies on a $168 million loan from the Canada Infrastructure Bank, and an additional $223 million 
in grants. The City of Calgary would need to put $100 million towards the purchase.  “This is really good news,” 
Mayor Jyoti Gondek told reporters. “For every dollar we’re putting in, we appear to be receiving four dollars back.” 
Funds to cover the purchase of 259 zero-emission 40-foot vehicles would total $391 million, while $137 million 
would go towards charging infrastructure at the Anderson and Spring Gardens garages.   There are approximately 
$44 million in other costs associated with the proposal. 
According to Calgary city administration, the battery buses would hit city streets in 2026 and would replace diesel 
buses that have reached the end of their life cycle.  Calgary Transit’s current fleet is made up of around 750 40-
foot diesel buses, 90 60-foot diesel buses, and 140 compressed natural gas buses with 32 more on order.  
Calgary Transit’s vehicles manager Karen Alm said the compressed natural gas buses are a stepping stone in 
reducing emissions, but other technologies need to be explored.  “Electrifying our fleet is a step in going towards 
zero-emission, but there are also opportunities that are emerging right now that we would like to investigate 
further before we fully commit to going 100 per cent electric,” Alm said. 
Mayor Gondek indicated that a “diversified fleet” might be the best path forward.  “It will not just be diesel alone, 
or electric alone, or compressed natural gas alone,” Gondek said. “Any combination of those things will be 
happening at any time.” 
A report included on the committee’s agenda said that the electrification of Calgary Transit’s fleet would reduce 
the city’s greenhouse gas emissions by 30 per cent by 2040.   A climate strategy to reduce emissions from City 
sources to net zero by 2050 was approved by Calgary City Council in July.   The last fully electric buses operated 
on Calgary streets in 1975.                                                                       [Source:  Global News, October 18, 2022] 

First of 15 new TransLink Battery Buses arrive in Metro Vancouver 

The first of TransLink’s 15 new battery-electric buses arrived in Metro Vancouver in mid-November. Over 
the next few months, Nova Bus and Coast Mountain Bus Company (CMBC) will test the buses and prepare 
them for service, which is expected to start early in 2023. 
Once all 15 are in service, CMBC will fully electrify the 100 22nd Street/Marpole Loop route and quadruple 
the size of TransLink’s battery-electric bus fleet. This marks a leap forward in TransLink’s journey towards 
net-zero greenhouse gas emissions and a more climate-resilient transit system by 2050—both goals of its 
Climate Action Strategy. 
TransLink’s long-term goal is to introduce 400 new battery buses to its fleet by 2030 as a replacement for 
diesel buses and to fully transition the fleet to zero-emission vehicles by 2040. Each battery bus emits 
roughly 70 tonnes less GHG emissions annually compared to a diesel bus. 
Earlier in 2022, TransLink tested a prototype of the battery bus to ensure its long-term effectiveness for 
Metro Vancouver.   It found the bus can travel more than 150 kilometers (93.2 miles) on a single charge, 
even during winter months. This compares very favorably to a previous model that could only travel about 
40 km on a charge.   
TransLink currently operates two charging stations located at the 22nd Street Station bus exchange and the 
Marple Loop. One is manufactured by ABB and the other by Siemens. These on-route overhead fast-charge 
stations ensure the buses can continuously recharge and operate throughout the day. Using an automated 
mechanism that charges through the roof of the bus, the charging stations can top up the batteries in under 
six minutes, operating when the bus is taking recovery time or while passengers board.  

  [Sources:  TransLink, Nov. 22, 2022; the Buzzer, November 18, 2022] 
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https://globalnews.ca/tag/city-of-calgary
https://www.masstransitmag.com/bus/vehicles/hybrid-hydrogen-electric-vehicles/press-release/21207655/translink-translink-expands-batteryelectric-bus-fleet
https://www.masstransitmag.com/bus/vehicles/hybrid-hydrogen-electric-vehicles/press-release/21207655/translink-translink-expands-batteryelectric-bus-fleet
https://www.masstransitmag.com/bus/vehicles/hybrid-hydrogen-electric-vehicles/article/21096855/translink-launches-four-electric-buses-and-two-charging-systems-into-operations


TransLink’s new Nova Bus Battery-Electric model LFSe+ 
shown on a railway flatcar en route from the factory in Quebec 
[Image courtesy of TransLink] 

Canadian Government approves Funds 
for Battery Bus Feasibility Study in 
Sudbury, Ontario 
The Government of Canada is contributing to a joint 
funding agreement that will allow Greater Sudbury, 
Ontario, to develop a battery electric bus feasibility study 
and a fleet transition plan. The C$158,469 
(US$118,248.78) in funding includes C$115,838 
(US$86,437.74) from the Federal Government through its 
Zero Emission Transit Fund. The study will allow the City 
of Greater Sudbury to evaluate its readiness to transition 
to zero-emission buses and will provide the city with a plan 
to guide its procurement of buses and charging 
infrastructure. 

"Zero-emission transit is vital in reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions and reaching the goal of net-zero by 2050. This 
funding will lay the groundwork for Sudbury to transition to 
a fully zero-emission bus fleet – a clean, quiet and 
comfortable form of transit," said Viviane Lapointe, 
Member of Parliament for Sudbury, in making the 
announcement.  

 "Canadians want and need more sustainable transit 
solutions as our society collectively shifts away from fossil 
fuelled engines towards zero-emission alternatives. 
Today, our government is delivering on this. Through our 
support of this important study and plan, we are ensuring 
that Greater Sudbury plays an important part in reducing 
pollution and creating a healthier and greener future for 
generations to come," said Marc Serré, Parliamentary 
Secretary to the Minister of Official Languages and 
Member of Parliament for the district of Nickel Belt.  

Paul Lefebvre, Mayor of Sudbury, expressed the City’s 
gratitude for the funding, which would help to achieve a 
100% electric transit fleet by the year 2035. 

[Source:  Infrastructure Canada, Nov. 23, 2022] 

Montgomery County, Maryland, 
opens America’s Largest Solar 
Smart Energy Depot  

Montgomery County, Maryland, took a big step 
toward transitioning its entire bus fleet to zero-
carbon emissions by 2035 with the opening of 
the Brookville Smart Energy Depot on October 
31st. 

The depot in Silver Spring comprises the 
largest solar bus charging infrastructure project 
in the United States and will supply renewable 
energy to the County Department of 
Transportation’s (MCDOT) growing “Ride On” 
battery bus fleet.  

“This project has been garnering attention 
nationally because it is innovative, 
groundbreaking, and will help us achieve our 
ambitious climate action plan to reduce all 
carbon emissions by 2035,” explained 
Montgomery County Executive Marc Elrich. 
“Transportation is one of the largest 
contributors to greenhouse gases . . .  We are 
leading by example by going emission-free. We 
are the third [agency] nationally to have solar-
powered charging stations for our buses, and 
we are the largest so far.”  

The Brookville Smart Energy Depot includes 
solar panels that are installed on tall canopies 
with charging stations and onsite battery 
storage.  Backup generation is also provided to 
ensure uninterrupted bus services during any 
long-term power outages or any short-term 
disturbances of the utility grid. The 6.5 MW 
microgrid and electric bus charging 
infrastructure project will be able to charge up 
to 70 electric buses by 2026. The County 
currently has 14 battery buses and will be 
purchasing additional vehicles once a new 
procurement contract for up to 100 buses is 
complete by early 2023.  

The county says transitioning 70 buses from 
diesel to battery technology powered by the 
Brookville depot microgrid will reduce lifetime 
vehicle emissions by 62 percent—the 
equivalent of more than 160,000 tons of 
greenhouse gases—over the next 25 years.     

[Source:  Mass Transit Magazine (MWL), Nov. 1, 2022] 
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ELECTRIC TROLLEYBUS NEWS

Riga, Latvia Converts Diesel Routes to Trolleybus 
On September 1st, 2022, trolleybus service commenced on three routes in Riga, Latvia that were previously 
served by motor buses.  The routes now bear new numbers, as well, being numbered 31, 34 and 35.  All 
three routes feature unwired sections which the trolleybuses traverse on battery power.  At the same time, 
trolleybuses were also returned to Route 20, which had been operated by diesel buses since 2018.  The 
move is part of a plan to improve the sustainability of public transport in the region.  [Source:  International 
Trolleybus News (R. C. DeArmond), November 1, 2022] 

Mexico City inaugurates Elevated Trolleybus Line 
In an inaugural ceremony on September 11th, Mexico City allowed passengers to ride the first section of its 
new 8 km Elevated Trolleybus Line.  The line features 40-foot Yutong trolleybuses imported from China, and 
there was much collaboration with Chinese companies to bring the project to reality. 

The line consists of an exclusive elevated roadway for trolleybuses and is intended to provide a major 
improvement to public transport over street-based services.  Local government lauded the project as an 
achievement towards reducing emissions in the environment, countering climate change, promoting social 
justice and improving the lives of families living in the region.  “It is the application of science to improve the 
people’s wellbeing,” said Claudia Sheinbaum, Mayor of Mexico City.    [Source:  English News CN, September 
13, 2022] 

San Francisco’s Potrero Trolley Yard to Undergo Modernization—Pre-Development 
Agreement now in Place 
The San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) announced in November that the 
predevelopment agreement for the Potrero Yard Modernization Project has been awarded to Potrero 
Neighborhood Collective (PNC) as the lead developer. 
This project will replace the current 107-year-old Potrero Bus Storage and Maintenance Yard (AD 1915) 
with the first U.S. joint development of a bus facility with housing constructed on top.  The development will 
result in a state-of-the-art transit maintenance and storage facility while also advancing the city’s affordable 
housing goal.  The project is possible largely because Potrero Yard operations are fully electric, meaning 
there are no fossil fueled vehicles in the facility to generate noise or release harmful emissions into the 
surrounding area. 
The successful proposal’s conceptual design is for a modern, three-story bus storage and maintenance 
facility and approximately 575 affordable rental units for those with low or moderate incomes. 
The new Potrero facility is part of the Building Progress Program that the SFMTA launched in 2017 — a 2.3 
billion USD project to repair, renovate, and modernize the agency’s facilities. 
The first facility prioritized for overhaul in this program was the Potrero Yard, which does not meet modern 
seismic safety standards. 
The new facility will provide adequate space for bus maintenance, parking and circulation and will create 
better working conditions for SFMTA staff.   Thanks to the reliance on electricity for trolleybuses and 
streetcars, San Francisco’s fleet of transit vehicles is currently the greenest in the United States, but in the 
future it will get even greener as the SFMTA is gears up to transition from diesel to battery electric buses by 
2035.  The new Potrero facility will have space for 213 vehicles—a 50% increase in capacity over the current 
Potrero Yard, and will also assist the agency’s transition to an all-electric fleet comprised of trolley and 
battery buses.     [Sources:  Bus News, November 3, 2022; SFMTA at www.sfmta.com “What is the Potrero Yard Modernization 
Project?”] 
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Bryansk, Russia Modernizes Trolleybus Fleet 
 

On December 1, 2022, a ceremony took place in Bryansk, Russia at which 16 new trolleybuses were unveiled.  
The trolleys were part of an order of 14 Admiral vehicles and 12 Avangard vehicles which will help to renew the 
Bryansk fleet.  By 2024, a total of 100 new trolleybuses are expected. 
 

The new vehicles will create comfortable conditions for residents and trolleybus drivers alike and, most importantly, 
solve the transport problem in the regional center. 
 

Under a program to modernize urban transport, new traction substations will also be built and the overhead contact 
network will be renewed.    [Source:  Int’l Trolleybus News (R.C. DeArmond) via Sergey Fedosov, December 7, 2022] 
 

 

Large windows, three sets of doors, and varied liveries are the order of the day on Bryansk’s new trolleybuses.          [Sergey Fedosov] 

Artist’s conceptual rendering of what the new Potrero facility could 
look like, with a maintenance and storage facility accommodating 
213 buses on the lower three levels and housing on top.   The new 
facility will represent a 50% increase in vehicle capacity over the 
current facility, and will be the first combined transit maintenance 
and housing facility in the U.S.                         [Courtesy SFMTA] 

 

Trolleybuses in the current Potrero Yard. [SFMTA] 

A trolley maintenance crew poses on their 
service truck in the Potrero Yard. [SFMTA] 
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International Trolleybus New Snippets

[Sources:  Sustainable Bus, Trolleymotion, Trolleybus Magazine] 

- Arnhem, Netherlands has ordered ten new Solaris 18 metre (60-foot) articulated
trolleybuses for delivery in 2024.

- Trolleybus manufacturer Solaris and battery bus manufacturer Karsan will each supply
one hundred 60-foot electric transit vehicles to Bucharest, Romania, according to an
announcement by Mayor Nicusor Dan on December 19th.    The 200 vehicles—100
trolleybuses and 100 battery buses—herald a move towards a fully electric transit system.

- A new trolleybus route, numbered 33, opened in Chisinau, Moldova on October 4th.

- The opening of a heritage trolleybus line in Moscow, Russia serving the Moscow
Transport Museum was expected in late October.  The line will operate using historic
vehicles.

- A new trolleybus route, numbered 56, opened in Kharkiv, Ukraine in late July.  Following
the liberation of the city, trolleybus service on a number of routes was restored.  Vehicles
use auxiliary power to traverse unwired sections.  The city’s future vision includes the
large scale electrification of its public transport system using trolleybuses.

- A new trolleybus route, numbered 38, opened in Lviv, Ukraine in early August.

- The first of an order of eleven Hess “Light Tram” trolleybuses began arriving in
Winterthur, Switzerland in late August.

- After service reductions brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic, full trolleybus
service has now been restored in Sao Paolo, Brazil, with a peak service requirement of
190 vehicles.

- Manufacturer Solaris and Hermes (part of Transdev Netherlands) signed a contract in
September for the delivery of 10 Trollino 60 foot trolleybuses of the “MetroStyle” design.
The trolleybuses will be rolled out in the Arnhem Nijmegen region of the Netherlands.
The vehicles will make their way to Arnhem in the first half of 2024 and they will be the
first Solaris trolleybuses to be deployed in the Netherlands. The vehicles will be able to
cover several dozen kilometres at normal operating speeds without being connected to
overhead wires.

- The QEX (Quartu EXpress) trolleybus line in Cagliari, Italy opened on September 14th.
It is an express service using preferential lanes operated by trolleybuses supplied by
manufacturers Solaris and Van Hool.  Six of the vehicles have been retrofitted with lithium
ion battery packs which are charged during operation under the wires.  The batteries allow
the vehicles to travel up to 20 km off-wire when necessary.  On the occasion of the 70th

anniversary of trolley operations in Cagliari, the operator, CTM, confirmed its commitment
to safe, sustainable electric transit.  Cagliari also operates a small number of trolleybuses
equipped with pantographs instead of traditional trolley poles; they are the only known
vehicles of this type operating in the world.
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ELECTRIC LIGHT RAIL NEWS  

Calgary Gets Green Line LRT Vehicle Model 

On November 29th, Calgary City officials shared details of the new vehicles that will ride the rails of Calgary's new 
Green Line. 
 

A model of the new low-floor light rail vehicle (LRV) was recently delivered to Calgary, and the City says it will be 
used to verify the Green Line's technical requirements and ensure all Calgarians will be able to use it. 
 

The vehicle will also assist with operator training.  "The operator's cab was designed to be split apart from the 
remainder of the mock-up to serve as a training simulator for future operators of the Green Line LRV," the City said 
in a statement. 
 

The LRV, which is built by CAF, uses low-floor technology that provides accessibility improvements over other 
trains.  "Lowered floors remove the need for steps during boarding and allow for easier integration with existing 
city infrastructure and better integration with communities along the alignment," the City said, adding that the eight 
entrances to the vehicle will also be level with station platforms. 
 

The model represents about one-quarter of an actual LRV's length, but has only about 20 per cent of its weight.  It 
is built from steel, wood and plastic. 
 

The first phase of Calgary's Green Line is still in the request for proposal stage, with the City working toward 
choosing a development partner for the initial construction.  That decision is expected in early 2023. 
 
[Source:  CTV News, November 29, 2022] 

Mendoza, Argentina Benefits from Donation of 39 LRVs from San Diego 

Officials from the San Diego Metropolitan Transit System (MTS) and the Province of Mendoza, Argentina celebrated the 
donation of 39 “San Diego Trolleys” for the Metrotranvía Light- Rail network. The light- rail vehicles were part of the 
second generation of trolleys at MTS, the Siemens SD100 series, that MTS began decommissioning early in 2022.  

“We are proud to have this partnership with the province of Mendoza, and the opportunity for previous generations of 
trolleys to continue operating and safely transporting people,” said Nathan Fletcher, MTS Board Chair and Chair of the 
San Diego County Board of Supervisors. “It’s amazing to see the great working condition these trolleys have maintained 
after three decades of service in San Diego. This is a testament to the excellent work of maintenance crews, technicians 
and operators for MTS.”  

This is the second time MTS is sending trolleys to Mendoza.  Because of the compatibility of Mendoza’s light rail system 
with San Diego’s, MTS was able to sell 24 trolleys to Mendoza from its first-generation fleet several years ago.  

“For us, this partnership with MTS is a privilege. The donation of the trolleys to be added to our Metrotranvía Mendoza 
system represent a huge asset to our province, which allows us to continue with the development of a public 
transportation system that is sustainable, accessible and of quality,” said Natalio Mema, Secretary of Public Services in 
Mendoza. “We are eager to continue sharing experiences and perspectives with MTS in the future and strengthening 
ties between our regions.”  

The government of Mendoza is covering all costs associated with the donation, including shipping, labor and training by 
MTS technicians and operators.  

To make the trip, the vehicles must be dismantled into two pieces and encased in plastic. The LRVs are then transported 
by truck to Long Beach, by boat to Chile, and then by truck the remaining distance to Mendoza through the lower Andes. 
The first nine cars had already arrived in Mendoza by early December, and shipments are expected to continue over the 
course of 2023.                                                               [Source:  San Diego Metropolitan Transit System, Dec. 9, 2022] 
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Ottawa, Ontario:  Leadership Failures and Malfeasance blamed for Troubled 
Confederation Line LRT Problems  

Since its launch in September 2019, the Confederation LRT Line in Canada’s capital city has been hampered by a 
litany of problems: malfunctioning doors, flattened and cracked wheels, derailments, faulty overhead power lines 
and broken axles, to name just a few. 

A public enquiry, known as the Ottawa Light Rail Transit Public Inquiry, was launched to investigate the cause of 
all of the problems in order to be able to avoid such problems in future.   On November 30th, Justice William 
Hourigan, the inquiry's commissioner, released a 664-page report.  It was the culmination of almost a year's work 
by the commission, which received a million documents, interviewed more than 90 witnesses, and heard from more 
than 40 of them during 19 days of public hearings this past summer. 

According to the report, both city officials and the companies that built Ottawa's troubled Confederation Line made 
"egregious" errors during the construction and testing of the $2.1-billion LRT — errors that raised questions about 
whether the City is fit to oversee such massive infrastructure projects. 

The City and Rideau Transit Group (RTG), which includes SNC-Lavalin, ACS Infrastructure and Ellis Don, lost 
sight of the public interest in their race to finish the LRT, which was late by more than 15 months.  It's clear the 
Confederation Line "was rushed into service" by RTG, which was under financial pressure due to construction 
delays and political pressure from the City, says the report. 

Hourigan wrote: "While human errors are understandable and expected, deliberate malfeasance is unacceptable 
in a public project. When participants deliberately mislead the public regarding the status of a public undertaking, 
they violate a fundamental obligation that underlies all public endeavours." 

He blasted RTG and its construction arm, OLRT-C, for repeatedly and knowingly giving the City unrealistic 
completion dates.  "It was unconscionable that RTG and its main sub-contractor knowingly gave the City inaccurate 
information about when they would finish building the LRT," Hourigan wrote.  "The leadership at RTG and OLRT-
C seemed to have given no thought to the fact that the provision of this misinformation adversely impacted the 
daily lives of hundreds of thousands of people. The people of Ottawa trusted RTG and OLRT-C to be straight with 
the City and tell them honestly when the system would be ready.”    

Hourigan cited a number of factors responsible for the Confederation Line’s problems, including: 
 The City chose an Alstom train with unproven technology that strained the limits of what an LRT system

could do.
 RTG did not coordinate the work of its subcontractors and failed to ensure the integration of the various

systems and components.
 The relationship between the City and RTG became too adversarial, and Ottawa residents "face the spectre

of a largely dysfunctional partnership operating and maintaining its light rail system for decades."
 The City rushed the LRT system into service before it was ready, largely due to political and public pressure.
 RTG and its subcontractors did not provide adequate maintenance.

The report also revealed that former Ottawa Mayor Jim Watson and former City Manager Steve Kanellakos 
withheld information from Council about the train’s poor performance in testing.  In fact, the criteria for operational 
testing on the line were lowered in order to allow it to pass the final testing phase.  Steve Kanellakos resigned his 
post as City Manager several days before the report was released. 

Among its recommendations, the report proposed an independent monitor keep City Council and the transit 
commission informed about ongoing changes and issues during such large projects, and that all levels of 
government examine whether a public-private-partnership (P3) contract model—used here for the first time ever 
in a transit project in Ontario—is appropriate.   [Source:  CBC News, November 30, 2022; Ottawa Citizen, November 30, 2022] 
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